Our go-to workday outfit of jeans,
cardigan and striped shirt is next on
the list: Natali gives the whole outfit
a lift by adding a colourful stripy tie
(199RMB, H&M) from her own bag of
on-loan accessories. ‘People are visual
creatures,’ says Natali. ‘So I use props
to illustrate my advice rather than
just asking the client to imagine it.’
The styling itself is very hands-on –
rolling up the sleeves, part-tucking in
the cardigan and loosening the tie to
create a younger, more relaxed look.
So that we have a reference point for
the future, Natali captures the look
on camera for our personal lookbook
(provided as part of the consultation).
The final outfit – ‘a casual look
for chilling with friends’ – is a
masterclass in layering. A denim
tuxedo-style jacket is left open over a
plain shirt under a chunky winter coat
that completes the look. It’s a great
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The final outfit –
‘a casual look for
chilling out’ – is
a masterclass in
layering

Common threads Wang’s
wardrobe gets a reboot
courtesy of stylist Natali D.

Wardrobe detox
Selena Schleh and Mojo Wang enlist the help of two professional
stylists to give their clothing collections a spring clean

NATALI D
The stylist
Trained at the British College of
Professional Styling, Shanghai-based
freelance fashion stylist Natali D has
worked on a number of commercial
and editorial styling projects for
clients such asVantage, En Vie,
Despina and Senz.
The situation
Mojo: A recent apartment move has
left us with a bare-bones collection
of our favourite pieces, but we don’t
have the budget to completely restock
our closet. We’re looking for tips on
styling our existing clothes in new

ways, plus how to inject some colour
into our drab palette of greys, blues
and blacks.

The drill
In preparation for our meeting,
Natali emails us a short survey with
questions such as ‘Why do you want
a style consultation?’ and ‘What
do you want to change about your
current style?’
She arrives with a stack of
‘reference looks’ pulled from glossies
such as Elle Men, which we mull
over for 15 minutes for inspiration.
Coloured trousers are apparently ‘in’
this season, and she recommends
Uniqlo’s range as a well-priced take
on the trend. She also points out a few

scarves, which, apparently, are an
affordable way to add colour, texture
and interest to an outfit.
We start putting inspiration into
practice by trying on our favourite
‘going out’ outfit – a jade-green jacket,
jeans and black shirt – which Natali
tweaks by switching our safe choice
of shirt for a colour-block white and
navy number, which really pops
against the jacket. It’s a combination
we’ve never tried before, and we’re
impressed with the results. A scarf is
what’s needed to complete the look,
says Natali, but, alas, we’ve thrown
all ours out. Our stylist notes the gap
down on the ‘missing essentials’ list,
which she keeps running throughout
the consultation.

option for spring’s unpredictable
weather, and we like the visibility of
the three contrasting layers.
Our session ends with a quick
summary of the ‘missing essentials’
list, which Natali later sends via
email: two pairs of colourful Feiyuetype sneakers; a plain white, buttondown shirt; a classic trench coat; a
navy blue or charcoal grey suit and
a few patterned scarves and ties.
Thankfully for our rather spare
closet, nothing is deemed ditchable,
although we’re advised to have a
favourite mandarin-collar shirt, now
too baggy for us, taken in by a tailor.

Top tips
Natali says: Scarves add colour,
texture and interest to a guy’s outfit
and they needn’t cost a fortune: invest
in a lightweight cotton version for
summer and a heavy knit for winter
(check out www.magnificentbastard.
com for seven ways to style them).
Prints are great, but be wary of how
you wear them: over-bold prints can
overwhelm smaller frames and I’m
not a fan of mixing two clashing
prints together – it can end up
looking messy. If you’re short, opt
for fitted, tailored styles, as loose,
oversized silhouettes tend to drown
slighter builds.
Best for
Fashion-conscious folk looking for
trend-led styling tips to freshen up an
existing wardrobe.
Natali D can be found at
www.natali-d.com. Wardrobe
assessments, including personal
lookbook, are available in half- or fullday sessions, depending on the size of
the client’s wardrobe. Prices available
on request.
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Shopping
Sling cleaning Zhou suggests a
ruthless approach to barely worn
items lurking in your wardrobe.

CHRISTINE ZHOU
The stylist
Christine Zhou is a Shanghai-based
image consultant and personal
shopper. She set up her own business,
Image Secret, in January last year.
The situation
Selena: Our burgeoning wardrobe
of cheap clobber hasn’t been pruned
in over a year and is threatening to
take over an entire room. Despite
the huge array, we still struggle to
put outfits together and more often
than not end up wearing the same
scruffy combination of skinny jeans,
oversized jumper and ballet flats.
The drill
So that Zhou can get a rough idea of
our personal style, the session begins
with us picking out our go-to outfit
for each of the following categories:
party, work, leisure and homewear.
She then produces five A4 sheets of
paper labeled ‘No longer like’; ‘No
longer fits’; ‘Do not have occasion to
wear’; ‘Currently wear’ and ‘Like but
had forgotten exists’. She lays them
out on the floor and asks us to divide
our entire wardrobe – including
shoes, bags and jewellery. It’s much
harder than it sounds, and the
mounting heaps of clothes send us
into a slight panic.
The process takes around 45
minutes, although this will vary
depending on the size of your
wardrobe (for larger wardrobes,

Zhou recommends splitting auditing
sessions in two – one for spring/
summer and another for autumn/
winter). The ‘No longer like’ and ‘Do
not have occasion to wear’ clothes are
relegated to bin liners, before Zhou
goes through each of the remaining
piles garment by garment with a
critical eye, assessing condition as
well as suitability of colour and cut for
our body type.
With our classic pear shape –
hips wider than
shoulders, with
a long torso and
short legs – certain
styles are a
complete no-no
and Zhou pulls
no punches in
identifying them:
flowing trapeze
tops ‘hide a slim
waist and flat
stomach’; cuffed
or cropped trousers ‘emphasise short
legs’ and V-necklines ‘do nothing
for small chests’. Onto the rejects
pile they go, along with anything in
bobbly or faded fabric, which can’t be
rectified by a dry cleaner or tailor. If
we’re really attached to a blacklisted
item, we’re allowed to keep it for
‘homewear’ or ‘holidaywear’.
We create a second pile entitled
‘Fix’, for clothes which pass the style
test but require simple repairs (suede
patches over worn jumper elbows,
replacing missing buttons etc),
alterations (taking up mid-calf dress
hems to a more flattering knee length)

or copying in a better colour for us
(warm tones such as reds, yellows
and golds).
Once that’s done, Zhou compares
our pared-back wardrobe to her list
of ‘essential basics’ to identify any
gaps. It turns out we lack only one key
clothing item – a little black dress –
but are severely deficient in wide belts
(to help break up our long torso and
add interest to plain dresses), high
heels (to lengthen our stumpy pins)
and statement
jewellery.
Finally, Zhou
styles us in three
different outfits
– glamorous,
workday and
leisure – using
combinations of
clothes we haven’t
tried before. We’re
not convinced
these looks would
set the catwalk alight, but there’s
no doubt that they play to our body
strengths and more importantly look
smart, grown-up and pulled-together.

for two seasons – if you don’t miss it,
you’ll probably never wear it again.

Top tips
Zhou says: Arrange your wardrobe
by colours of the rainbow first and
then by clothes type within each
colour – it makes it easier to mix and
match separates. Always use wide
wooden or plastic hangers, never thin
wire ones which put a strain on seams
and can stretch clothes out of shape.
If you’re unsure whether you still
like a garment, put it in a labelled box

Shanghai Closet Swap
Organised by vintage boutique William the
Beekeeper, this biannual swap party is an allday event with music, refreshments and pop-up
shops. The next swap is slated for May: email
info@williamthebeekeeper.com for details.

Certain styles
are a complete
no-no – Zhou pulls
no punches in
identifying them

Best for
Indecisive types who need a ruthless
hand in paring back overflowing
closets; people who are unsure how
to dress for their particular body
type; corporate workers looking for a
smart, classic capsule wardrobe.
Christine Zhou can be found at
www.imagesecret.com or 6103 7037.
A complete wardrobe audit costs
1,500RMB/hour and takes around
two-three hours.

Give it away
Three of the best places to send
unwanted clothes
River of Hearts
This Community Centre Shanghai-organised
charity programme accepts clothing, toys and
furniture donations, which are distributed
to communities around China. For drop-off
locations, visit http://riverofhearts.org.

Online auction sites
Popular options with sections for secondhand
clothing sales include Tozao.com, Ganji.com
and Baixing.com.
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